2022 Private Lessons with BVTC Instructors
Do you need a little extra work on a specific obstacle (weaves, contacts)? Are you preparing for an event and want some
special one-on-one training? Wish you had additional time to work on a skill/sequence that was taught in class?

The privates are managed by the instructors, please contact them to schedule.
Cost is $35 for a 30 minute lesson (payable to the instructor)
Lori Napoli Lori Napoli is an avid dog enthusiast; her love for engaging dogs is
reflected in numerous achievements she and her dogs have earned. Lori &
Kramer have earned agility championships in TDAA, CPE and AKC & along with
earning a MACH on her Lakeland Terrier, Phoebe, Lori has taken her to AKC
Invitationals and earned Top Lakeland Terrier!
Lori’s passion is agility, not missing an opportunity to grow her skills
attending seminars and putting them to the test in trials. Her skill of guiding her
dogs through challenging agility courses/trials has come from training with
Katelyn Scott, Donna Brown, Judy Kolva, Claudia Bates, Susan Salo & Cynthia
Hornor. She has also trained with several OMD coaches and other European
coaches. She works with teams to improve their understanding of the dogs line
and the timing of their cues to help them become the best possible “GPS” for
their dog.
Please contact Lori directly to schedule sessions
Contact: napolila@comcast.net or 717-968-8249

Pat Hollern has had dogs all her life and has been competing in agility since
2001. Her first agility dog was a Border Collie named Shelby. MACH3 Hollern’s
Slainte Shelby, earned numerous titles in AKC, USDAA, NADAC and UKC
agility. She also earned titles in Flyball and Rally.
Pat currently competes with her 2 Pembroke Welsh Corgis, MACH 8, Bronze
ADCH Gayhearts BT Thyme to Shine -"Seren", and Gayhearts BT Autumn
Gold - "Brynn". Seren has earned championship titles in AKC, USDAA, Flyball
and Barn Hunt. Brynn is competing at the Master/Excellent level in AKC. She
also competes in Barn Hunt and Fast Cat.
From Clean Run Camp to One Mind Dog Seminars, Pat truly believes that
positive reinforcement is the best way to be successful while playing and
competing with your dog.
Please contact Pat directly to schedule a session
Contact: jmpnrun99@yahoo.com or 717-433-8581

Terry Barnaby: Although Terry enjoys a variety of dog sports, agility is her
favorite! She actively competes in AKC, NADAC, TDAA, and CPE Trials. She
has been an instructor with beginning dogs for over 4 years at Bella Vista and
is a judge for TDAA. Her main goals as an instructor are to help other
handlers and dogs experience the pleasure of working as a team while
helping one another to learn and grow.
Please contact Terry directly to schedule a session
Contact: roo_tp@comcast.net or 717-236-0811

Please see the calendar for dates

